Event Technology Trends:
The Significant Seven
Here are the areas where meetings, conventions and
trade shows will see real technological progress over
the next one to three years

Introduction
In an industry designed to bring people together in person to interact,
learn and make lasting connections with each other, it’s rather ironic that
technology has become perhaps the most critical element for making all
of that happen. During the months and weeks leading up to an event, the
days of the event itself, and the weeks and months after an event, planners
and marketers have at their disposal a variety of technology tools to help
them make the attendee experience not just impactful but also seamless
and easy. Almost as important is the fact that many of these tools also
make event coordination, execution and data-gathering tasks easier and
more effective for planners and marketers.
There is, however, a flip side to all this event technology: Keeping abreast
of the latest advances is a seriously time-consuming aspect of planners’
and marketers’ jobs. Almost as soon as these folks become proficient with
the various features of their event app, or logistics software, or contentpresentation tools, along comes new functionality—or a new product
altogether—to change the game yet again.
To help event professionals manage this constant change, Aventri—a
leading event technology firm with more than 1,400 clients worldwide,
which has provided comprehensive solutions for more than 200,000
events since 2008—asked its two most innovation-focused executives
to explain the progress presently being made in the industry across
seven critical areas of event technology. What follows is analysis from
Chief Technology Officer Shane Edmonds and Vice President of Digital
Innovation Brian Friedman about emerging developments the events
industry will see between now and 2020, and how those advancements will
make events better for attendees, exhibitors and host organizations alike.
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About Aventri
Aventri is the first true live connection management
platform. Continually transforming the way event managers
execute their events while transforming the market, Aventri
allows clients to create valuable in-person experiences,
grow influential communities and expand brands. The
comprehensive integrated solution starts with meeting
request to venue sourcing, to every component of event
management including registration, event marketing
solutions, travel management, mobile apps to the allimportant “experience” at the event with badges and onsite
solutions. The platform connects event attendees and drives
real-time attendee engagement while capturing meaningful
data and analytics to help understand an event’s success and
provide real-time ROI.
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About Smart Meetings
Smart Meetings is the leading media company and the
most trusted resource for meeting professionals. Providing
best-in-class service, Smart Meetings publishes cuttingedge meetings content in print and digital magazines, hosts
world-class hosted-buyer networking events, provides CEUaccredited webinars, offers a complimentary site-selection
service and offers myriad digital resources. Learn more at
smartmeetings.com.
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